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Bets on dollar's demise go awry 
Dollar hits three-month highs on heels of a surge in currency-trading interest 

By Deborah Levine, MarketWatch 

NEW YORK (MarketWatch) -- The sudden jump in the U.S. dollar has dealt a blow to individual investors 
whose interest in currency trading surged in recent months, driven partly by bets the greenback would 

extend a multi-month slide. 

This month, the U.S. dollar index (INDEX:DXY) has jumped 3.8%, lifting the gauge to three-month highs, on 
expectations that better jobs and other economic data have brought the Federal Reserve closer to raising interest 
rates. The index tracks the greenback against a trade-weighted basket of six major counterparts. 

Just a month ago, many investors were guessing just the opposite would happen, putting their money into investments 
designed to gain if the U.S. dollar fell further. 

Money flowing into currency-based exchange-traded funds accelerated last month, while trading in the most popular 

currency-index futures increased fivefold in the last year, Morningstar and exchange data show. 

The activity stemmed partly from fear that rising U.S. deficits would lead the U.S. government to issue more debt and 
that the Federal Reserve , pressured by Congress, could then start to print more money to payoff this debt. 
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diversify their massive reserves out of dollars. 

"Advisers like using currency ETFs because they see the dollar 
continuing to weaken , so want to hedge against that," said Kerry Mayo, 
a certified financial planner at Capital Financial Advisors of New York. 

"Even for somebody who is not that savvy financially , it's still a political 
issue, so everybody is aware" of the dollar's role. 

Such a scenario would devalue the greenback further. The dollar index 
has fallen more than 4% so far this year. That's after a 5.9% jump in 
2008, as investors sought out what were perceived as the safest assets 
possible amid the uncertainty and tumult leading into and through the 
credit crisis and recession . 

Between early March and late November, the dollar index dropped 
more than 16%, in large part because the Fed kept rates near zero and 
pumped trillions of dollars in new cash into the lending system to lower 
borrowing costs. 

At the same time, foreign central banks -- which hold almost half of all 
outstanding U.S. Treasurys -- continue to be very vocal about plans to 

The global foreign-
Individual investors convinced the greenback would tall further have waded into 
treacherous territory. Recent action in the U.S. dollar is a reminder of how abruptly 
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exchange market 
trades more than $3 
trillion every day -- 30 
times larger than the 
Nasdaq Stock Market 
and New York Stock 
Exchange combined. 

exchange rates can shift. 

Plus, not all exchange-traded funds work the same way, and trading futures involves 
many more variables than buying and selling stocks. 

"There's a big risk of getting burned," said Charles Rotblut, editor of the American 
Association of Individual Investors' Journal. 

ETFs pave the way 

Currency ETFs have become a popular way to express bets about the dollar 
because they are easier to trade for investors used to trading stocks. 

Though they are a small slice of the overall ETF market, the 28 funds tracked by Morningstar now account for almost 
$6 billion in assets - up about $2 billion this year, said John Gabriel, an analyst at the fund-tracking firm. The inflows 
have accelerated, with about $1 billion added in November alone. 

''The dollar has been in the headlines everyday, and that's gotten people a little concerned over its weakness," Gabriel 
said. Currency ETFs "have opened the door to the Average Joe investor if he wants to get access to currencies." 

It's a huge market that investors are tapping into. The global foreign-exchange market trades more than $3 trillion every 
day -- 30 times larger than the Nasdaq Stock Market and New York Stock Exchange combined, according to Oanda, a 
currency-trading platform. 

Futures volume surges 

Besides currency ETFs, futures based on foreign-exchange markets have also seen trading volume surge recently. 

Intercontinental Exchange (NYSE:ICE) 's U.S. dollar index futures contract reached record daily trading volume on 

Dec. 9. More than 74,500 contracts traded hands, with a notional value of $5.6 billion. The dollar index futures contract 
is the most heavily traded currency-index futures contract, according to the company. 

"We're at about five times where we were last year in average daily volume," said Ray McKenzie, who runs currencies 
for the exchange. November was also the best month in the contract's history. 

The futures contract closely follows the dollar index, which is not an asset a person can buy, like a futures contract, he 
said. 

"People are saying I don't want to just track this thing, I want to trade it," he said. 

Another diversifier 

Individuals are also more apt to invest in currencies because it's yet one more way to diversify - an investment lesson 
drummed into the amateur investor over the past decade. 

They know it's important to spread their stock holdings between U.S. and overseas companies and diversify bond 
holdings into foreign debt, said Rand Spero, a certified financial planner at Street Smart Financial in Lexington, Mass. 

"As we're starting to 
come out of a 
recessionary time 
frame, we're seeing 
opportunities in 
countries that are 
more commodity 

"If it's good enough to diversify the stocks and bonds that way, why not diversify 
cash that way?" he said. 

Currencies are still kept as a fairly small portion of his clients' overall portfolios, 
depending on their risk tolerance and time horizon, he said. 

Of the portion of a portfolio in cash, between 10% and 30% of the cash is in currency 
ETFs, he said. 

"People are getting modestly invested in this with a fairly conservative approach," he 
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based outpacing 
opportunities here in 
the U.S. II -- Diane 
Pearson, an adviser at 
Legend Financial in 
Pittsburgh. 

said. 

While many currency ETFs focus on a single currency, like the CurrencyShares Euro 
Trust (NYSE:FXE) and CurrencyShares Japanese Yen Trust (NYSE:FXY) , they too, 
get more exotic. Some are leveraged and designed to amplify moves in a currency, 
such as the ProShares Ultra Euro (NYSE:ULE) . 

For those who just think the dollar is going down in general, there's the PowerShares 
DB U.S. Dollar Index Bearish ETF (NYSE:UDN) . 

Mayo likes the WisdomTree Emerging Currency ETF (NYSE:CEW) , which 
diversifies itself between several emerging-market currencies, and so is "a little safer than making a bet on anyone 
country/' he said. 

There are even a few based on the Chinese yuan, which now trades in a band versus the U.S. dollar, tightly controlled 

by the Chinese govemment -- so it barely moves at all -- and is unlikely to show big gains in the near term. Offerings 
include Market Vectors Renminbi/USD exchange-traded note (NYSE:CNY) and WisdomTree Dreyfus Chinese Yuan 
(NYSE:CYB) . 

Still other investors use currency ETFs as another way to express expectations that countries which produce in
demand commodities will have outsized gains, said Diane Pearson, an adviser at Legend Financial in Pittsburgh. 

"As we're starting to come out of a recessionary time frame, we're seeing opportunities in countries that are more 
commodity-based outpacing opportunities here in the U.S.," she said. "That doesn't mean these are long-term holds." 

Funds based on commodity-based currencies include CurrencyShares Australian Dollar Trust (NYSE:FXA) , 
CurrencyShares Canadian Dollar Trust (NYSE:FXC) and WisdomTree Dreyfus Brazilian Real (NYSE:BZF) . 

Not so easy 

Still, currency trading last a long history of being volatile, irrational, and buming even the most highly regarded of 
money managers. Even what moves ETFs may not be as clear as it seems. 

One of the most popular currency ETFs recently has been PowerShares DB Dollar Index Bullish (NYSE:UUP) . 

The spike in the fund's volume has been driven by people buying options on the fund as a cheap hedge against gains 
in riskier assets, including equities, commodities and corporate bonds, said Martin Kremenstein, a director at Deutsche 
Bank who manages several currency ETFs, including the Dollar Bearish and Dollar Bullish funds. 

"Investors have used UUP to hedge against the bull run in assets, since March, ending suddenly," he said. 

Details like that are part of the reason why not everyone has jumped on board to directly invest in currencies. 

Some ETFs may buy futures in a currency while others may hold the country's short-term debt, notes AAlI's Rotblut. 
Some are leveraged and some blend more than one currency, and can change the mix. 

Futures also have risks related to understanding settlement issues, expirations and counterparty risks, he said. 

"There are risks that are unique to currency trading that don't exist when trading stocks," like the 24-hour, worldwide 
nature of the market. 
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